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Schematic

Description

The LPS/Q250 series of Astec power supplies features various logic signals as standard, allowing
continuous monitoring of the power supply status by the end system. The power supply provides
both AC OK and DC OK signals which can be used to provide controlled shutdown of the system
in the event of failure of the AC mains input. After loss of mains input power the DC output voltage
will remain in specification for a short time. This is known as the ‘Hold up’ time and is dependent
on the internal capacitance of the power supply and the output power rating. At higher output
power the energy is drawn from the internal capacitance at a faster rate than at lower output
power. This results in the output voltage dropping below regulation much sooner. However, the
hold up time is not dependent on input voltage due to the boost converter on the input of the
power supply.
The figure above shows the general timing diagram following failure or switch off of the AC mains.
T1 represents the hold up time from removal of the AC input to the DC OK signal changing state.
At 250 Watt of output power the minimum specification for hold up is 20ms. T2 is the delay time
from the AC OK signal indicating power failure to the DC OK signal changing state. At 250W the
minimum specification for T2 is 2ms (typically 4ms). However as can be seen from the following
graph the hold up time and delay time are dependent on output power.
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T1 = Hold up time
T2 = delay time between AC OK and DC OK signals
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Description (continued)

Power supply hold up time is shown by the DC OK line above. The delay time between AC OK
and DC OK signals changing state can be seen from the graph above.

On the LPS/Q250 series the delay time between AC OK And DC OK can be adjusted using
trimmer VR 405. This is factory set at approx. 4ms at 250W but can be reset to get as much as
12ms at 250W load. (See Application Note No. 45 for location of trimmer pot.) And consequently
greater time delays at lower power levels. 20ms is achieved at 150W, 70ms at 50W typically.
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